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Fact:
A news item was published in “The Daily Banglabazar Patrika” on 2nd December, 2000 to the
effect that one Shahida, wife of Saiful (son of Golam Mostafa) of village Atitha within Kirtipur
Union Parishad under Sadar Police Station of Naogaon was forced to marry her paternal cousin
Samsul under a so-called Fatwa pronounced by Haji Azizul Huq on the ground that her
marriage was dissolved consequent upon an incident of about one year ago while her husband,
out of anger, uttered the word ‘talak’, but in spite of that Shahida and Saiful continued their
marital tie.

Issue: 1. Whether HCD can issue suo moto rules under article 102 of the constitution?

Mr. Abdur Razzaq, learned Senior Advocate of behalf of appellant:

● In exercise of its suo motu power, the High Court Division can issue suo motu Rule and
such power can not be curtailed in the interest of protection of fundamental rights of the
citizens as well as for establishment of rule of law.

Mr. Mahbubey Alam, learned Attorney General, appearing on behalf of respondent:

● The High Court Division has power to issue suo motu Rule in exercise of its power under
article 102 read with article 101 and oath of the Judges.

Mr. T. H. Khan, learned amicus curiae:

● The High Court Division does not have the power to issue suo motu Rule under article
102 of the Constitution.

Mr. Mahmudul Islam, learned amicus curiae:

● There is no scope for issuing a suo motu Rule under article 102 of the Constitution.

Mr. Hassan Ariff, learned amicus curiae:

● In order to prevent recurrence of Fatwa, the High Court Division can make directions in
an appropriate public interest litigation case. The High Court Division does not have the
power to issue suo motu Rule.
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Mr. M. Amirul Islam, learned Senior Advocate, appearing as Intervener:

● The High Court Division has the power to issue suo motu Rule. In support of his
contention he relies upon “Trends and Issues of Bangladesh Constitution” at pages
167-171 by Justice Mustafa Kamal and Anwar Hossain’s case popularly known as 8th
amendment case

Syed Mahmud Hossain, J:

● Mere non-filing of an application can not be a ground for not exercising power under
article 102 of the Constitution. This Division in the recent judgments has enlarged the
meaning of aggrieved person, a shining example of which is in the case of Dr. Mohiuddin
Farooq vs. Bangladesh, represented by the Secretary, Ministry of Irrigation, Water
Resources and Flood Control and others, (1997) 49 DLR (AD)01. As a result, various
Non-Governmental Organizations are coming forward to help the indigent people for
redressal of their grievances; but it is not always expected that such Organizations will
come forward to assist such people in each and every case. In such a situation, the
Court can not sit idle.

● The High Court Division can issue suo motu rule provided the infringement of right is
amenable to the writ jurisdiction and is of great public importance. In this context, a
newspaper report, post-card, written material may be treated as an application in order
to overcome the obstacle of application. But before issuance of suo motu rule, the High
Court Division must record its satisfaction in clear terms about exercise of such power.
The High Court Division shall exercise such power sparingly

A.B.M. Khairul Haque, C.J.:

● The objection is, since in the instant case, there was no application, as envisaged under
Article 102(2) of the Constitution, the issuance of the suo moto Rule by the High Court
Division, was misconceived.

● If we confine our attention only on Article 102, then no doubt the above objection is
apparently correct. But we should not be that myopic.

● The Constitution not only imposes obligation upon the citizens but also protects them
from the excesses as well as laches of the authorities. As such, the persons who are
unable to file a formal application, cannot be without remedy in vindication of their rights
guaranteed under the Constitution and the laws of the land. If so, it would be in total
negation of the spirits enshrined in our sacred Constitution.

● We must appreciate that the fundamental rights guaranteed under the Constitution would
be meaningless to the inhabitants of this country, if their remedy is impeded for want of a
formal application.

Md. Abdul Wahhab Miah, J:

● A close reading of article 102 as a whole shows that in conferring jurisdiction on the High
Court Division to issue orders and directions etc, for the enforcement of any of the
fundamental rights …………………….the framers of the Constitution have specifically
used the words/language “on the application of any person.” It is also significant to note
that the legislature instead of “on an application” used the words “on the application”,
that is, instead of an indefinite article, has used a definite article, namely: ‘the’. And it
appears to me the object of using the definite article ‘the’ is to give stress to the
necessity to file an application to invoke the jurisdiction of the High Court Division under
article 102.

● I do not see any reason to dispute the observations made by Charles Evans Huges, the
tenth Chief Justice of USA, in 1908 as quoted in the judgment of my learned brother,
Syed Mahmud Hossain, J. that:“We are under a Constitution, but the Constitution is what
the Judges say it is and the judiciary is the safeguard of our liberty and our property
under the Constitution.”

● But at the same breath, I am of the view that the Judges cannot say or interpret any
provision of the Constitution, in a way, which would negate the meaning of the words or
the expressions or the language used in the Constitution and thus to legislate something
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which the framers of the Constitution did not intend and also make the other law, here
the High Court Division, Rules, 1973 totally nugatory and nonest.

Issue: 2. Whether HCD has exceeded its power by making the rule absolute in lieu of
dismissing the rule?

Mr. T. H. Khan, learned amicus curiae:

● The Court should be confined to the facts of the case and then to decide other things.

Md. Abdul Wahhab Miah, J:

● The Rule issuing order, the District Magistrate and Deputy Commissioner was not, at all,
asked to show cause as to why fatwas including the instant one should not be declared
unauthorized and illegal and thus he was not given any chance of hearing on the subject
or the point or the issue. It may be stated that the Rule was issued only upon the District
Magistrate and Deputy Commissioner, Naogaon. I failed to understand how the High
Court Division could merrily exercise its jurisdiction under article 102 and hold all the
fatwas including the instant one as unauthorized and illegal without giving the sole
respondent any chance of hearing. It was clearly a violation of the principles of natural
justice

Issue: 3. Meaning of the word application in article 102 of the constitution of
Bangladesh:

A.B.M. Khairul Haque, C.J.:

● The general purpose of any procedural law is to streamline the meaningful
implementation of a substantial law in its real spirit which is the law above the law.

● The procedural law in this case is to promote the substantive right of the people. It
cannot hinder or frustrate its real purpose, the interest of the people.

● The Constitution along with its Article 102 has been enacted, as an expression of the
will of the people. The rights of the people cannot be overlooked or sacrificed in the rigor
of procedure.

● The procedure is needed in order to streamline enforcement of the fundamental rights of
the people but not to create impediment to its fulfillment.

Md. Abdul Wahhab Miah, J:

● Black’s Law Dictionary, application means a request as well, but in view of the
expressions made in article 102 “on the application of any person”, I am of the view that
the meaning of the word “application” must connote “petition” or “Motion.” Because, there
cannot be a request to a Court and it is always a prayer, which is made to a Court.

Issue: 4. Whether the word application invokes informal application?

Syed Mahmud Hossain, J:

● If a glaring injustice amenable to the writ jurisdiction is done to that person, what would
be the fate of the oath of office administered to a Judge who is under the obligation to
preserve, protect and defend the Constitution. The words, preserve, protect and defend
the Constitution shall mean and include implementation of the provisions of the
Constitution in their letter and spirit

● The letters, postcards, telegrams were all treated as applications by the Supreme Court
of India and Pakistan. None of those are supported by any affidavit as required by the
concerned Rules. As such, certainly those cannot be applications within the meaning of
the Rules.
 

● It is not their fault that they have no means to come before the Court. Is Bangladesh not
their country? Is it not their Constitution also? Have the framers of the Constitution kept
them outside its ambit because of their misfortune? Far from it, it is very much their
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Constitution endowed them, entitled them, blessed them with all the rights spelt out
therein.

● I would not however, make a pretense that the letters, postcards, telegrams and even
news-paper reports are ‘applications’ within the meaning of the Rules. Those are exactly
what they are. But those contain information. Information about violations of human
rights, injustice and oppression.

● What is the purpose of publishing this kind of news item in the print and electronic
media? It is to bring, among others, to the knowledge of the people in general and the
concerned authorities in particular, about the incident. The news-item mentioned in the
instant suo moto Rule, at least attracted the notice of the learned Judges of a bench of
the High Court Division.

●  The learned Judges must have weighed in one hand the grievance of a helpless
woman, for whose redress this Constitution exists, just like a pole-star to a lost sailor, on
the other hand, the lack of an application, although its purpose had been somewhat
satisfied since the facts and violations of law are brought to the knowledge of the learned
Judges through news-paper reports. So the filing of the application, although a
procedural requirement, but since this is not an absolute pre-condition for exercise of the
powers of the learned Judges under Article 102 of our Constitution, may in their
discretion be dispensed with to act on their own motion, on the basis of the information
contained in letters, telegrams and even on a news-paper report, to dispense justice
accordingly to law to the oppressed.

● The consider-ation of grievance and the discretion of Judges must not be lost in the haze
of the procedure, they should not sport away the rights of the people, guaranteed under
the Constitution…….

Md. Abdul Wahhab Miah, J:

● When in article 102 in all situations including the enforcement of fundamental rights as
conferred in Part III of the Constitution, the framers of the Constitution have used the
word “application”, it has to be adhered to its plain meaning without imputing anything of
our own. From a plain reading of the words used in sub-articles (1) and (2) of article 102,
it also appears to me that the words “on the application” cannot be read in isolation, but
have to be read along with the words “of any person.” Person may be artificial or natural,
but it can never be a news item published in a newspaper.

Issue: 5. Whether HCD has violated any rule of the HCD rules

A.B.M. Khairul Haque, C.J.:

● Generally, no doubt the Judges of the High Court Division should follow the High Court
Rules. But can an oppressed person be bolted out of the High Court Division because of
non-fulfillment of certain provisions of the High Court Rules? Hardly.

● one should appreciate that an aggrieved person may or may not be an oppressed but an
oppressed person is inevitably and invariably an aggrieved person. Should the Judges
refuse to uphold the rights guaranteed under the Constitution to an oppressed person in
such a situation? Can the purpose of the fundamental rights guaranteed under Part III of
the Constitution be defeated by some provisions of the Rules, made under the
Constitution? Certainly not.

● The jurisdiction of the Judges of the superior Courts, guaranteed under the sacred words
of the Constitution, cannot be thwarted by the Rules.

● If the oppressed persons specially the helpless womenfolk, are unable to come before
the Court, the Court would not stand idly by but the spirit of the Constitution would bring
the Judges to them, in order to remove the discrimination created because of their
inability to come before the alter of justice where their in humane miseries may, at least
be properly addressed.

Md. Abdul Wahhab Miah, J:
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● ………………High Court Division could not and cannot exercise any power either
original, appellate and other jurisdiction and powers unless such powers are vested on it
either by any provision of the Constitution or law. In other words, the High Court Division
cannot exercise a jurisdiction unless it is clothed with such power either by any provision
of the Constitution or by any other law.

● I am of the view that the Judges are oath bound to preserve, protect and defend the
Constitution and the laws of Bangladesh and do right to all manner of people according
to law, without fear or favor, affection or ill-will, only when a matter is brought before
them as per the prov-isions of the Constitution and the other laws. The High Court
Division Rules, 1973 published in Bangladesh Gazette (Extraordinary) on the 31st day of
January, 1973 is definitely a law within the meaning of article 152 of the Constitution and
the learned Judges of the High Court Division cannot ignore or sideline the same, while
exercising power under article 102 of the Constitution and if they do so, I am afraid that
will amount to violation of their oath.

Issue: 6. Whether judges of the HCD can take cognizance of the offense which violates
the fundamental rights guaranteed under the constitution in accordance with the oath of
office?

A.B.M. Khairul Haque, C.J.:

● The Judges are bound by their oath to uphold the provisions of the Constitution including
the fundamental rights of the people guaranteed therein. The mere procedural veil
cannot smog and delude their conscience. They ought to rise to the occasion when the
Constitution is violated or fundamental rights are endangered or even threatened. In the
instant case, they indeed did, they rose to the occasion, they issued the Rule suo moto.

● ………….if this kind of social ills is ignored and not promptly addressed. This would have
subjected not only Shahida but the whole community to utmost disgrace. This would also
be an insult to humanity. Besides, the failure to halt the receding human values would
have encouraged and emboldened others to commit such and other violations of law
and human rights, specially in the far-flung areas.

● The learned Judges should also be very careful when they issue any Rule, either on any
application or even suo moto, that they are so acting not for any personal exaltation or
enhancement but solely in vindication of their obligations under the Constitution and their
oath of office and no earthly or even heavenly consideration should influence them in
any manner. If so, they would violate their oath of office.

Issue: 7. What is the status of Fatwa in Bangladesh?

Mr. Muhammad Nazrul Islam, learned senior Advocate on behalf of appellant:

● Fatwa is a legal opinion which can be only executed through Court and not by anybody
else. Verse Nos.189, 215 of Surah Bakara of the holy Qur’an approved of issuance of
Fatwa when asked for.

● Giving opinion is a fundamental right as enshrined in the Constitution which can not be
stopped by the Court.

Mr. Mahbubey Alam, learned Attorney General, appearing on behalf of respondent:

● By way of giving Fatwa a class of people has created havoc in the rural area and as a
result, the poor and illiterate women are the worst sufferers. Unless the poor women-folk
of the rural area are protected from the curse of Fatwa, the socio-economic development
of the country is next to impossible.

Dr. Kamal Hossain, learned Senior Advocate, appearing on behalf of respondent:

● ……opinions even by persons who are qualified and have knowledge with regard to
religious issues are not authorized by the Constitution to make any pronouncement
which are legally binding or which can authorize imposition of punishments.
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● The awarding of extra-judicial punishment is totally unconstitu-tional and violates not
only the basic structure of the Constitution but also is repugnant to the fundamental
rights of the persons to equality, equal treatment under the law, non-discrimination, life,
liberty, freedom from cruel and degrading treatment and punishment and to freedom of
religion as guaranteed under articles 27, 28, 31, 32, 35 and 41 of the Constitution.

● In the case of Bangladesh Legal Aid and Services Trust and others Vs.
Bangladesh (ibid) and others, the High Court Division has lucidly held that no
extra-judicial punishment is permitted under the Constitution of Bangladesh.

Mr. A. B. M. Nurul Islam, learned amicus curiae:

● Fatwa is an opinion and it is a fundamental right of every citizen to express his opinion.

Mufti Md. Tufiatullah, learned amicus curiae, submits as under:

● There can not be any contest between Fatwa and law.
● The Mufti has no power to implement Fatwa as it is only an opinion.
● If Fatwa is prohibited, Islam will be prohibited. Fatwa is applicable in all respects but the

law is limited.
● If Fatwa is prohibited, it will be difficult for the Muslims to lead normal life in the country.
● Anything said by the village arbitrators is not Fatwa and such Fatwa should not be

prohibited.
● Mufti gives opinion and it is only the ‘Kazi’ who can execute it. Fatwa is not judicial

pronounce-ment of dispute and as such it can not be stopped.

Mufti Md. Ruhul Amin, learned amicus curiae, submits as under :

● Fatwa has to be given on the basis of the Qur’an, Hadith, Ijma and Kias and Fatwa can
only be given in answer to a question.

● A Mufti does not have the authority to adjudicate a dispute.
● For a Muslim, Fatwa is necessary from his cradle to the grave and as such, Fatwa can not

be declared unconstitutional.

Moulana Kafiluddin Sarker, learned amicus curiae, submits as under :

● The origin of Fatwa is the holy Qur’an, Hadith etc.
● Fatwa is a solution to a problem. If fatwa is prohibited, it will be a challenge to the holy

Qur’an.

Mufti Mizanur Rahman Sayeed, learned amicus curiae, submits as under :

● If Fatwa is prohibited, the provisions of the Qur’an will come to a standstill.
● Fatwabazi should be stopped but not Fatwa.
● No Trustee Board should be constituted as suggested by the other Muftis.

Dr. Mufti Abdullah Al-Maruf, learned amicus curiae, submits as under :

● First Mufti is the ‘Allah and Prophet Hajrat Mohammad (peace be upon him) is the
second Mufti. He also suggested that qualification should be settled as to who would be
able to give Fatwas and ‘Fatwa Board’ be constituted for determining competent persons
for giving Fatwa.

Syed Mahmud Hossain, J:

● Shari’at means the path to be followed and, as a technical term, means the canon law of
Islam. So it is not law in the technical sense; it is a doctrine of obligations and duties.
The evolution of Islamic law is not through a process of continuous revelations but
through a rational method of interpretation.

● Fatwa as opinion on Islamic tenets has never been treated as a source of Islamic law
and therefore cannot be treated as part of Shariat. ‘Fatwa’ is a collection or digest of
judicial decisions

● Fatwa on religious matters only may be given by the properly educated persons which
may be accepted only voluntarily but any coercion or undue influence in any form is
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forbidden. But no person can pronounce fatwa which violates or affects the rights or
reputation or dignity of any person which is covered by the laws of the land.

A.B.M. Khairul Haque, C.J.:

● That is why a ‘fatwa’ is only an opinion, may be by a very learned Mufti but it is still an
opinion only and being an opinion, it is not binding or coercive on the recipient or
anybody else.

● Nobody is allowed to function independent of or in derogation of the laws of the land. As
such, although a Mufti, Maulana, or Imam may pronounce a fatwa, if requested, but
cannot violate the laws of the land, rather, are bound by it. He should also be respectful
of the fatwa or opinion of others.

Issue: 8. Personal law shall prevail over general law. If so, what will be the consequences
of the Fatwa if there are inconsistent disputes between Fatwa and law of the land?

Mr. Abdur Razzaq, learned Senior Advocate on behalf of appellant:

● The principle expounded in the case of Bangladesh Legal Aid Services Trust and others
Vs. Bangladesh and others, (2011) 63 DLR (HCD)01, that extra judicial punishments
including in the name of execution of Fatwa are ultra vires the Constitution is correct
exposition of law.

Mr. Mahbubey Alam, learned Attorney General, appearing on behalf of respondent:

● Fatwa should not be given against prevailing laws and judgments of the Court and should
not be pronounced affecting fundamental rights of the citizens.

● Fatwa should not be given against State policy or any uncalled-for issue or matter.

Mr. M. I. Farooqi, learned amicus curiae:

● Laws which are covered by our legislation can not be the subject matter of Fatwa.
● Abuse in the name of Fatwa even if an opinion should not be allowed to be carried out.

Mr. Mahmudul Islam, learned amicus curiae:

● Even if it is an opinion, it has a damaging impact and it is destructive of one’s family life
in the context of a village.

Dr. Rabeya Bhuiyan, learned amicus curiae:

● Fatwas creating disorder are not meant for public good or for the benefit of the people at
large but are highly injurious to women. They are merely opinions and cannot be
enforced under the law.

Mr. M. Amirul Islam, learned Senior Advocate, appearing as Intervener:

● The religious leaders cannot encroach upon the judicial system of the country and this has
also been admitted by the Ulayma Kerams who appeared before this Division at its
invitation.

Syed Mahmud Hossain, J:

● There is no scope for the application of any version of ‘shariat’ to the incident in
question, as there is specific statutory provision in this regard. In Bangladesh, the
Muslim Personal Law (Shariat) Application Act, 1937 provides that ‘shariat’ law may only
be applied to certain specified issues as envisaged in section 2, which do not include
criminal law.

● Fatwa can not be given contradicting or against the existing laws of our country; Fatwa
on religious matters only may be given by the properly educated persons which may be
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accepted only voluntarily but any coercion or undue influence in any form is forbidden;
but no person can pronounce Fatwa which violates or affects the rights or reputation or
dignity of any person which is covered by the law of the land; no punishment, including
physical violence and/or mental torture in any form, can be imposed or inflicted on
anybody in pursuance of fatwa; the declaration of the High Court Division that the
impugned Fatwa is void and unauthorized, is maintained.

● No punishment, including physical violence and/or mental torture in any form, can be
imposed or inflicted on anybody in pursuance of fatwa.

A.B.M. Khairul Haque, C.J.:

● One is entitled to express his opinion or fatwa but at the same time, he must be careful
not to violate any law or hurt the feelings of anybody, specially the women.

Issue: 9. Whether HCD has committed any wrong by prohibiting all kinds of Fatwa?

Mr. Abdur Razzaq, learned Senior Advocate on behalf of appellant:

● While pronouncing the judgment, the High Court Division traveled beyond the terms of
the Rule declaring that all Fatwas illegal.

● The High Court Division directed another organ of the State to frame law and thereby
violated the principle of separation of power

Mr. T. H. Khan, learned amicus curiae:

● The instant Fatwa was wrong but that does not mean that all Fatwas are wrong and
execution pursuant to the Fatwa in question was also wrong. The impugned judgment is
not a judgment at all, though the disputed Fatwa was wrong

Dr. Zahir, another learned amicus curiae:

● The word ‘Fatwa’ does not appear in the holy Qur’an or in the Hadith. Surah Nisa Verse
26 or 176 does not speak of the word ‘Fatwa’ but of ‘Ifta’ or ‘Istefta’. Those two verses do
not authorize mankind to give Fatwa but only say that Allah has prescribed the rules.

Mr. Mahmudul Islam, learned amicus curiae:

● There is no existence of Mufti today and as such no question arises of giving Fatwa.

Mr. Hassan Ariff, learned amicus curiae:

● Fatwa is not a statutorily recognized power and it is detrimental to the life of a person.
● The Maker of Fatwa is not holding any office of the State or affairs of the Republic and as

such victimization in pursuance of Fatwa is a punishable offense.

Mr. Hassan Ariff, learned amicus curiae:

● If there is any specific law on the subject then no opinion can be given in the name of
Fatwa because it will have an adverse impact on the society.

Mr. A. B. M. Nurul Islam, learned amicus curiae:
● If any person gives the wrong Fatwa, he may be punished under the prevailing law.

Dr. Rabeya Bhuiyan, learned amicus curiae:

● Fatwas are issued by half-educated village leaders particularly Imams of the Mosques,
Teachers of Madrashas or self-proclaimed Pirs (saints) or the so-called religious expert
having no authority or proper knowledge of religious law.

Mr. M. Amirul Islam, learned Senior Advocate, appearing as Intervener:

● The Ulayma Kerams also condemned the incidents of punishment imposed on relying on
Fatwa at village salish.
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Syed Mahmud Hossain, J:

● It appears that in order to perform rituals and other things, Fatwa may be necessary
apart from legal matters. Fatwa as opinion on Islamic tenets has never been treated as a
source of Islamic law and therefore, cannot be treated as part of Shariat, but Fatwa may
be given with reference to Shariat. The newspapers have frequently reported about
violation of human rights and perpetration of criminal offenses in the name of Fatwa
which invariably infringe on the rights of the citizens enshrined in Articles 31 and 32 of
the Constitution and law enforcing agencies have been unable to check the evil effects
of Fatwa. Even when a Fatwa does not impose a punishment, the person against whom
Fatwa is directed suffers ignominy and is looked down upon in the society.

● There are some people who in the name of Fatwa impose obligations and tyrannize poor
people. It has been argued that if the blanket ban of Fatwa is upheld as given in the
impugned judgment, the right of freedom of expression and giving opinion will be taken
away, but such right has been enshrined in the Constitution. Freedom of expression is
subject to some responsibilities which include not to infringe the right of another
individual. There cannot be any freedom of expression with complete absence of
restraint.

● The High Court Division should have confined itself to the issuance of instant Fatwa and
such Fatwas which contradict the existing law of the country or infringe the fundamental
right of somebody should be without lawful authority. The High Court Division was not,
however, justified in imposing a blanket ban on all sorts of Fatwa. Therefore, it could be
said that the High Court Division has exceeded its jurisdiction to some extent.

● The declaration of the High Court Division that the impugned fatwa is void and
unauthorized, is maintained.

A.B.M. Khairul Haque, C.J.:

● Hazrat Umar Farooq (R.A) used to ask questions all the time to the Holy Prophet and his
replies may be termed as ‘fatwas’. Besides, there were other great scholars who were
the constant companions of the Holy Prophet. But only 6 (six) persons were entitled to
pronounce fatwa and among them, Hazrat Umar Farooq (R.A) and Hazrat Ali (R.A) were
the most prominent. The others were Hazrat Abdullah Ibne Mashud (R.A), Hazrat Ubai
Ibne Qaab (R.A), Hazrat Jaed Ibne Sabeth (R.A) and Hazrat Musa Ashari (R.A). This
strict restriction in allowing only a handful of Ashab to pronounce fatwas was observed in
order to keep and maintain the correctness of the fatwa even at that time inspite of the
acknowledged superiority of the Ashab.
 People like Haji Azizul Haq and others like him should take note of it and beware about
giving fatwas.

● During the reign of Hazrat Umar Farooq (R.A), nobody was allowed to preach ‘waj’ and
pronounce ‘fatwa’ without his permission.

● After the demise of Hazrat Umar Farooq (R.A), the division among the muslim leaders
became apparent. Fatwas were being issued more for political reasons than for religion
and justice.

● Mufti………… They may become learned by reading the Holy Quran and Hadis and
other works of the great scholars of Islam but their prouncements are not sacrosanct and
one may differ with respect from their point of view with logic. Islam allows it, because
God in his unbounded mercy bestowed His creation with excellent reason and wisdom.
One has to cultivate it.

● ……………….no matter whether he is a great King-Emperor or a great Mufti. They
themselves are also accountable to God for all their acts just like the humblest creation
of God, because only He knows whose prayers and conducts would be acceptable to
Him. Nobody else knows. Let it be understood that the person who pronounces fatwa
and its recipients are all creations of Almighty Allah and nobody knows who is the real
muttaqee. Only He, the Sovereign Lord of the day of Judgment, knows best.

Issue: 10. Whether HCD has violated the doctrine of separation of powers?

A.B.M. Khairul Haque, C.J.:
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● It is the failure of the governments to ensure good governance that obliged the learned
Judges of the superior Courts in this part of the world to become more proactive. There
is hardly any PIL case in the superior Courts in the developed countries, because,
accountability of the governments to the people are ensured, as such, the concerned
officials, under the political leadership, readily address the problems themselves before
those can even reach the Courts. This is unfortunately not the case in third world
countries like India and Bangladesh. Poor governance is prevalent everywhere, forcing
the conscientious persons to file PIL cases.

● It is only when the executive branch fails to uphold the law, address the problems and
provide the necessary redress or to come to rescue the sufferers, the Judges of the High
Court Division of the Supreme Court, are constrained to look into the matter, but only as
a last resort, either on an application filed by an aggrieved person or by the oppressed or
by any conscientious person or an institution, on his/her behalf, praying for appropriate
relief or in an extreme situation even in the absence of any application, by being aware
of the violations of any law or violations of human rights, from the electronic or print
media, by issuing a Rule upon the perpetrators of illegality and also upon the concerned
officials, because ultimately those officials of the government would do the needful, not
the Court. But, by and large, the Judges should normally remain aloof from the policy
decisions of the government of the day which generally represents the will of the people.

● It should also be remembered that while the Supreme Court does not claim any
superiority over anybody, it would not allow anybody to claim any superiority over it. This
Institution belongs to the sovereign people.

Syed Mahmud Hossain, J:

● The recommendation is a pious wish of the learned Judges of the High Court Division; it
is up to the Legislature to bring about necessary enactment in this regard. This pious
wish cannot be regarded as an encroachment upon the domain of the Legislature. The
Legislature is always at liberty to do what it thinks fit according to its wisdom.

Analysis:

By this standing of the Supreme court, although the court has not set any standard to accept the
informal application like telegrams, letters, the word application in article 102 of the constitution
of Bangladesh has widen regarding the violation of fundamental rights guaranteed under
chapter lll of the constitution of Bangladesh but as last resort, in this case the supreme Court
has taken original intent and pragmatic approach to provide the remedy to the downtrodden
womenfolk.

Reference:

● MainJudgement-
https://lawtojustice.com/ad-judgments/mohammad-tayeeb-versus-government-of-the-pe
oples-republic-of-bangladesh%ef%bf%bc/2022/

● https://www.thedailystar.net/law-our-rights/news/procedural-waiver-writ-jurisdiction-shoul
d-tayeeb-case-be-followed-general-standard-2180721

● http://www.penacclaims.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Amena-Jahan-Urmy.pdf
● https://brill.com/downloadpdf/journals/aphu/18/2/article-p155_155.xml
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